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The Research on the Advertisement Managerial Mechanisms of Search Ads Platform: Comparison between Business Search and Community Search Ads

Xiaoling Li, Hui Yan

1School of business administration, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law, P.R.China

Abstract: The pervasiveness innovation of search advertisement calls for more researches on the managerial strategies of search advertisements. These platforms which emphasize pay for clicks, has to balance the different needs of ads quantity and ads quality to attract more clicks. Based on two-sided market theory and social judgment theory, our research collected data from two kinds of search ads (business search and community search ads) in the same platform, the analysis results showed us that, the advertisement quality improvement for users are much more prominent than the advertisement quantity. Furthermore, the ads quantity increment will moderate the effect of ads quality with inverse U relationship if the search ads is less nuisance, and the ads quantity increment will hinder the effect of ads quality if the search ads is high nuisance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Search advertising is an essential innovation in internet economy. Google and Yahoo! are undoubtedly the pioneer of this new type of ads, which had successfully led the internet economy to burst the bubble crisis after 2000. Nowadays, search advertisement is still explored or adopted by many internet companies. It is not surprised to find the fact that not only big transactional internet companies (such as Taobao, Alibaba, and Tencent Paipai) eagerly developed the search advertising business, but many small dotcoms (like a gravida online community called Seedit and an information-based website called Emkt) also chose to display several sponsored searching in their websites.

Traditional media are valued by impression pushing, while search advertising is characteristic of paying for performance (Ghose and Yang, 2009)[1]. It’s obviously that total clicks could comprehensively reflect the value of this new media platform. Therefore, the search advertising platform should pay more attention to managerial means which can facilitate netusers to click searching ads. But previous researches mainly focused on how should the traditional advertising media set the ads number and their price (Liu, Putler and Weinberg, 2004; Anderson and Coate, 2005; Gabszewicz and Wauthy, 2004) [2][3][4], while few studies explored ads managerial strategy for the search advertising platform. Therefore, this article tries to discuss the managerial problem of search advertising platform and hope to bring forward some profitable strategic suggestions.

In order to maximum the total clicks of displayed searching ads, search advertising platform need to balance the ads quality (to what extent the ads could satisfy netusers’ search willing) and ads quantity (the ads number search engine platform provided). Despite the fact that separately increasing quality or quantity of search ads both can bring more users’ click, more ads need to eliminate limits of the matching algorithm, which would lead to lower the ads quality, while raising the ads quality would certainly cut down their displayed number. Beyond that, sponsored search ads are along with regular search results. Redundant searching ads will somewhat be a nuisance to interfere with the netusers (Ghose and Yang, 2009) [1], and this interference will affect the users’ attitude
towards searching ads, thus moderate the effect of ads quality towards total clicks. So, this study wants to explore
the following questions: whether there are different effects of ads quality and quantity on total clicks when the
search ads is low nuisance or high nuisance? How to reach the balanced state of the influence by ads quality and
quantity under certain condition?

Based on two-sided market theory and social judgment theory, our research collected data from two kinds of
search ads (Business search ads and community search ads) in a same website. Established a nonlinear regression
model, we analyze the effect of ads quality and ads quantity on the total clicks, and we hope to provide some
managerial advices for different search advertising platform. The results showed us that, the advertisement quality
improvement for users are much more prominent than the advertisement quantity. Furthermore, the ads quantity
increment will moderate the effect of ads quality with inverse U relationship if the search ads is low nuisance, and
the ads quantity increment will hinder the effect of ads quality if the search ads is high nuisance. We organize the
rest of the article as follows: we introduce the theoretical framework and hypothesis firstly, thereafter explore the
methodology and analysis the results; finally we make a conclusion for the theoretical and practical meaning of
this study and discuss the area for future research.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 The difference between search advertising and other advertising

Search ads, also called sponsored ads, attract users to click them by placing themselves along with regular
search results. As a result of the limited ads positions about certain key words, many advertisers bid for these
positions. The ads match with users’ information needs (Hosanagar and Cherapanov, 2008)\(^5\), which make it
one advantage for search ads to be able to precisely target users who are potential buyers. Thanks to this
advantage, advertisers spend most of their advertising budget on search advertising and bid a high price to get the
top position (Agarwal et al, 2008)\(^6\).

This advantage distinguishes search ads from traditional ads, as search ads is highly matched with users
query, while traditional ads not (Ghose, and Yang, 2009)\(^1\). Traditional ads adopt a pay-per-exposure (also
known as pay-per-impression) pricing model (Dellarocas, 2009)\(^7\) and “push” the advertisement to the audience,
while search advertising adopt a pay-per-click pricing model (Dellarocas, 2009)\(^7\) and “pull” the audience to
pay attention to the advertisement. According to social judgment theory, human’s attitude to certain objects is
affected by related objects or contracted objects (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993; Sherif and Hovland, 1961; Yi, 1993)
\(^17,18,19\). Therefore, despite of the fact that search ads can highly match with user’s demand, to some degree,
they are somewhat nuisance to users when they are searching for information, which minors advertising effect.
For Business searching, the closer the regular search information result is to search ads information, the less
likely it is for users to notice the difference between ads information and search information, and thus, ads in
business searching are considered as a low nuisance. However, for community searching like blog that provide
non-commercial information, users suffer more distraction when commercial ads information are placed in
regular search result and the ads are considered as a high nuisance. In terms of different types of ads, search
advertising platform’s effort to improving marching quality would pay off in different degree.

2.2 Two-sided customer of search advertising platform

Two-sided markets refer to the markets in which one or several platforms enable interactions between the
two-sided end-users, and try to get the two sides “on board” by effectively marketing and management strategies
\(^24\). Thus, the three main components in two-sided markets can be easily concluded as one platform and two user
bases (sides). In a two-sided market, the financial success of advertising search platform critically depends on its
ability to actively attract the two kinds of participants: advertisers and users, and to meet their separate needs.
On the one hand, the platform helps advertisers attract their target search users. On the other hand, it is a kind of
product designed for users to search information. However, sometimes their needs are even conflicting. For example, the advertisers want the platform to display their ads as much as possible to attract more visiting trace, while the search users want the platform provide precisely matched search results, allowing few ads.

Previous researches on search advertising address issues mainly about advertisers’ and the platform’s ads management. From the perspective of advertiser, researches mainly focus on how to attract user’s attention to click search ads, such as the effectiveness of the ads position (Ghose and Yang, 2009; Agarwal et al, 2008; Jerath et al, 2010) [1][6][8], the optimal bidding strategy for advertiser (Katona and Sarvary, 2010; Varian, 2007) [9][10], behavioral characteristics of search users (Moe and Fader, 2004; Häubl and Trifts, 2000; Diehl et al, 2003) [11][12][13]. From the perspective of advertising platform, previous research mainly focus on how to make campaign rules for advertiser, such as the rules and balance of key word bidding (Feng, Bhargava and Pennock, 2007; Liu, Chen and Whinston, 2010), [14][15]regardless of the conflicting ads needs between its two-sided customer. In other words, previous research based on advertising platform only focus on it rule making function, neglecting the ad control function: selecting advertising to display in users’ search results. This function must tradeoff the demand between its two-sided customers. Search advertising platform is the intermediary connecting the advertiser and search user. On the one hand, the platform must provide ad positions for advertiser, and thus, the advertising quantity affects the opportunities for advertiser to display their ads. On the other hand, the platform must highly match the ad with the needs of search users, i.e. high matching quality. The displaying quantities and the matching qualities have different effects, which are judged by user’s click.

3. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

3.1 The effect of ads displaying quantity and matching quality

Searching advertising platform can improve its value by two means: by focusing on the demands of advertiser – increasing the ads quantity, which means more opportunities to display the paid ads and increasing the clicks volume, and by focusing on the demands of user – increasing the ads quality by improve algorithm and matching rules, which make the displayed ads could highly match users’ demand, thus increasing the clicks volume. However, the effect of ads quantity differs from that of ads quality. According to two-sided markets theory, the performance of two-sided markets critically depends on how much the service or products are accepted by the one side of customers who have higher membership externalities (Rochet and Tirole, 2006) [16]. For any types of search ads, the effect that users have on advertisers is much larger than that advertisers have on users. Therefore, searching advertising platforms’ effort to increase ads quality could effectively increasing the total clicks of ads. Formally, we posit the following:

H1: for both (a) search ads in low nuisance and (b) in high nuisance, the number of users’ total clicks on ads increases with ads quality.

According to social judgment theory and contrast effect framework, human’s attitude to certain objects is affected by related objects or contracted objects (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993; Sherif and Hovland, 1961; Yi, 1993) [17][18][19]. Therefore, when search ads are along with regular search results, users attention on search ads would be distracted, which further affect users’ preference to ads. When search advertising platform increases the displaying quantity of ads in each search result page, users could scan more information and thus more likely to click these ads, which leads to the increase of total clicks. However, this effect depends on the nuisance degree of these ads. For ads with low nuisance, as a result of the similar attributions between regular search results and search ads, the increase of ads displaying quantity is not prone to lead to users’ antipathy. However, it is easy for ads with high nuisance to result in users’ antipathy when the displaying quantity increases, because of contrast effect. Therefore, for ads with low nuisance, total clicks increase with ads quantity and for ads with high nuisance, total clicks decrease as the increase of displaying quantity. Formally,
H2: (a) for ads with low nuisance, its total clicks increase as the ads quantity increase. (b) For ads with high nuisance, its total clicks decrease as the displaying quantity increase.

3.2 The moderating effects of ads displaying quantity

Human’s attitudes to certain object would be amplified or waken when given some stimulation (Ganesan et al, 2010)[20]. When the ads quantity increases, users’ attention on their target information would be decreased or impeded, thus, users’ antipathy to these ads would increase in most cases (Anderson and Coate, 2005)[3]. Users’ this attitude would further influences the effectiveness ads quality has on attracting users. When search ads are with low nuisance, to some degree, users accept the ads. If the ads quantity is within the reception threshold, the ads stimulation could be absorbed by certain positive or neutral standards. However, if the ads quantity is out of the reception threshold, users’ resentment augments. As a result, users consider the regular search results are not what they wants but ads platform uses to seek commercial profit. Therefore, for search ads with low nuisance, the ads are similar to the regular search results and users accept certain quantities of ads. This absorption effect allows search ads with highly matching quality to gain more attention and clicks. However, when too many ads are displayed, search users resent that the platform is too much commercial regardless of users’ needs. This offset effects result in the decrease of attention and clicks on search ads. In terms of search ads with high nuisance, there is a big difference between the ads themselves and the regular search results. The increase of ads displaying quantity brings in users’ antipathy on ads. We posit the following:

H3: the ads quantity increment will moderate the effect of ads quality with inverse U relationship if the search ads are low nuisance. In other words, before the ads quantity increase to certain degree, ads quantity increments increase the matching quality’s effect on total clicks, but if the ads quantity is over certain degree, the increasing ads quantity would weaken ads quality’s effect on total clicks.

H4: the ads quantity increment will hinder the effect of ads quality if the search ads are high nuisance.

4. RESEARCH METHOD

Sample selection and data collecting. Considering that search users’ behaviors are affected by brand of search engine, we select two types of search (Business search and community search) in the same online shopping platform as the analytical sample. Business search ads are applied in the Business search page where ads information are similar to regular search results, therefore, Business search is a low nuisance. While, community search ads are applied in community information search page where there is a sharp contrast between ads information and regular search results. To test the effect of ads quality and quantity, this platform adapted its algorithm to improve ads matching quality and adapted the displaying quantity of ads. During the test, the same quantity of ads was displayed in all pages. The test lasted for 194 days and further analysis would be based on data in market level.

Analytical method. Based on data collected within 194 days, we construct control variables and estimated regression Equations 1-3 in time series. Ads quality is measured according to the platforms measurement where items including relevancy between product and key words, page views of the advertiser’s shop, reputation of the advertiser’s shop and so on. Ads quantity is measure by the number of ads that were actually displayed within a day.

The 3 equations are listed as follows:

Equation 1 is to test control variables:

\[
\text{Click}_{i,t} = C + \beta_5 \text{Click}_{i,t-1} + \beta_6 \text{D1}_t + \beta_7 \text{D2}_t + \beta_8 \text{D3}_t + \beta_9 \text{D4}_t + \beta_{10} \text{D6}_t + \beta_{11} \text{D7}_t + \beta_{12} \text{Holiday}_t,
\]

Equation 2 is to test the main effect (H1 (a/b), H2 (a/b)):

\[
\text{Click}_{i,t} = C + \beta_1 \text{Quality}_{i,t} + \beta_2 \text{Quantity}_{i,t} + \beta_3 \text{Click}_{i,t-1} + \beta_4 \text{D1}_t + \beta_5 \text{D2}_t + \beta_6 \text{D3}_t + \beta_7 \text{D4}_t + \beta_8 \text{D6}_t + \beta_{10} \text{D7}_t + \beta_{12} \text{Holiday}_t.
\]
Equation 3 is to test the moderating effect (H3, H4)

\[
\text{Click}_{i,t} = C + \beta_1 \text{Quality}_{i,t} + \beta_2 \text{Quantity}_{i,t} + \beta_3 \text{Quality}_{i,t} \times \text{Quantity}_{i,t} + \beta_4 (\text{Quantity}_{i,t})^2 + \beta_5 \text{Click}_{i,t-1} + \beta_6 D_1 + \beta_6 D_2 + \beta_6 D_3 + \beta_6 D_4 + \beta_6 D_5 + \beta_6 D_7 + \beta_6 \text{Holiday}_{i,t} \quad (3)
\]

Which referred to Morhart, Herzog, and Tomczak (2009)’s nonlinear moderated regression equation in their research [21].

Among these equations, \(i=1, 2\). The value of 1 indicated a low nuisance in search ads and 2 indicated a high nuisance.

\(\text{Click}_{i,t}\) indicated the number of total clicks within day \(t\), excluding the number of invalid clicks and malicious clicks.

\(\text{Quality}_{i,t}\) indicated the ads quality on day \(t\) and is measure by the mean quality of ads displayed on day \(t\).

\(\text{Quantity}_{i,t}\) indicate the quantity of ads that were displayed on day \(t\).

\(D_1 \sim D_7\) are dummy variables based on days of the week, take Monday for example, the value of \(D_1\) is 1, the value of \(D_2\) to \(D_7\) are 0.

\(\text{Holiday}_t\) is dummy variables based on whether day \(t\) is a public holiday. If it was a holiday, the value of it is 1 and if not, it is 0.

\(t=1,2,\ldots,194\), represent the days.

The original data was not stable. Therefore, First-Difference Transformation was applied to adapt the data. According to Aiken and West (1991) [22], we must avoid the collinearity equation by decentration method.

5. RESULTS

Time series data was analyzed in Eviews 5. The analyzing result is as table 1 and table 2 present. No matter search ads with low nuisance or high nuisance, ads quality significantly improves total clicks number (for ads with low nuisance, \(\beta_1 = 565763.6, p < .05\); for ads with high nuisance, \(\beta_{12} = 476893, p < .005\)). Therefore, both H1a and H1b are supported. In terms of search ads with low nuisance, ads quantity increase could enhance the total clicks (\(\beta_{21} = 261435.1, p < .001\)). i.e. H2a is supported. However, in terms of search ads with high nuisance, ads quantity increment would not significantly decrease the total clicks (\(\beta_{22} = -75.95, p > .05\)), i.e. H2b is not supported.

The moderating effect was also tested. For search ads with low nuisance, the coefficient of linear moderating is not significant (\(\beta_{31} = 207428.7, p > .05\)), but the coefficient of non-linear moderating is significant (\(\beta_{41} = -1.49E+08, p < .05\)), which indicates that ads quantity increment will moderate the effect of ads quality with inverse U relationship. Therefore, H3 is supported. For search ads with high nuisance, the coefficient of linear moderating is significant (\(\beta_{32} = -6485301.0, p < .05\), but the coefficient of non-linear moderating is not significant (\(\beta_{42} = 1.88E+08, p > .05\)), which indicates that the ads quantity increment will hinder the effect of ads quality if the search ads is high nuisance. Therefore, H4 is supported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Descriptive statistical analysis results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search ads with low nuisance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ads quantity 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ads quality 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ads clicks 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search ads with high nuisance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ads quantity 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ads quality 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ads clicks 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Regression results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search ads with low nuisance (Business search) ( i=1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equation 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality(_i); ( \beta_0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity(_i); ( \beta_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality(_i); Quantity(_i); ( \beta_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality(_i); Quantity(_i); Quantity(_i); ( \beta_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Click(_{i,t-1}); ( \beta_4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday ( t ); ( \beta_5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D1_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D2_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D3_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D4_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D5_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D7_t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sqrt{R^2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ***: p<.005, **: p<.01, *: p<.05 \)

\( \sqrt{\text{represents the hypothesis is supported}} \)

The moderating role of ads quantity on ads quality could not be ignored. Table 2 proofs that the impact of ads quality on total clicks is far stronger than that of ads quantity. In terms of business search, the impact of ads quality is twice stronger than that of ads quantity (\( \beta_{11}=565763.6* > \beta_{21}=261435.1*** \)). In terms of community search which is of high nuisance, the increase of total clicks could only rely on the ads quality. (\( \beta_{12}=476893*** > \beta_{22}=759.5 \)). Therefore, with the increase of ads quantity, the impact of ads quality on total clicks decrease, which is true even in business search. This effect of ads quantity on ads quality might be larger than its main effect on total clicks. Figure 1 and figure 2 demonstrate the moderating role of ads quality.

---

**Figure 1. The moderating effect of ads quantity in business search**

**Figure 2. The moderating effect of ads quality in community research**

There is no contradiction between the main effect and moderating effect of ads quantity. As a result of the significant interactive effect, analysis of main effect could only account for equalized effect. According to
Finney et al (1984) and Morhart et al (2009) \cite{21}\cite{23}, main effect means the equalized effect that certain independent variable has on dependent variable. Therefore, for search ads with low nuisance, even though H2a posit that ads quantity could increase total clicks of ads, the moderating effect ads quantity shows a stronger explanation than its main effect in H2a. This is the same to search ads with high nuisance.

6. CONCLUSION

Based on data of two types of search ads, we tested our research hypotheses. It is found that, search ads with either low or high nuisance, their quality has a stronger effect on total clicks than quantity. If the search ads are similar to regular search results, for example, business search, they are a low nuisance to users. In this case, although the increment of ads quantity might reinforce the impact of ads quality on total clicks, if the ads quantity is more than the accepted threshold, they would weaken the effectiveness of ads quality. In other words, the ads quantity increment will moderate the effect of ads quality with inverse U relationship. If the search ads are completely different from the regular search results, for example community search, the ads are a high nuisance for users. The increment of ads quality would only hinder the effectiveness of ads quality. As the increasing importance of internet economy, the conclusions of this paper prove its values in both theoretical and practical contribution.

Theoretically, this paper contributes to ads management literature in search ads platform by extending the customer analysis from single market to two-sided market. Previous researches mainly focus on the bidding rules relating to the platform and advertiser, neglecting the users who are cortical subject to click the ads. This paper also contributes to the ads management literature by discovering the nuisance of ads. It is found that, users’ attitude to ads is affected by the nuisance and that ads quantity is more effective in ads with low nuisance than high nuisance. Last but not least, we also discover the moderating effect of ads quantity on the effectiveness of ads quality. Increasing the ads quality used to be considered as an effective way to improve total clicks, but the moderating role of ads quantity is neglected. What’s more, the moderating role varies from ads with low nuisance to those with high nuisance.

What can managers do to improve users’ total clicks on search ads? This paper suggest: (1) Improving ads quality is the most effective means to improve total ads performance. Platforms should improve matching algorithm based on customized strategy, particularly for search ads with high nuisance which could attract users’ attention merely by displaying what users want to see. (2) Ads quantity also makes effect, which should not be ignored. For search ads with low nuisance, for example, Business search ads, neither too many nor too few ads could make a good performance, but enough is enough. For search ads with high nuisance, less is better, for fear of naturalized ads quality’s positive effect. This has been applied in Google and Alibaba. 0~2 ads are displayed in Google, which is far less than that of Alibaba, where 6 ads are displayed. (3) Our conclusion also proved reference value for other internet business, such as social network service, online news report and BBS that also need to balance between ads quality and quantity. Separate ads quantity should be set for different types of search ads so that more attention and clicks are gained.

Although our study examines an important and novel topic in search advertising platform, it also suffers from limitations. First, to control the effect of brand and user character, we only choose one online shopping platform. Further research should make a comparison among platforms with different brand awareness. Second, the online shopping platform we chose takes up most of the market shares in China, so that external competitive environment is controlled. Future research could explore whether market with different competitive structure could affect the ads control strategy of platform. Third, future research could account the network structure among its customers, for example network structure of users and advertisers. Forth, the specific reception threshold of different types of search ads could be studied so that concrete recommendations about ads quantity are made platforms.
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